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Membrane systems of P systems is a natural computational model capturing some of the fea-
tures of living cells organized in tissues and higher ordered structures [5]. The model describes
a distributed, parallel, synchronious computational model, where the objects are contained in
compartments which are organized in an embedded, tree-like structure. The objects in each
compartment evolve in a nondeterministic, highly parallel manner: the rules enable commu-
nication of membranes and membrane dissolution as well. At a computational step in each
compartment the rules applied to the objects of the compartment are chosen nondeterminis-
tically and in a maximally parallel manner, so that no new rule can be applied to remaining
object in that compartment. The rules involve communication of membranes by messages:
which means that certain labels direct the movement of objects – they can either ooze into
the parent membrane, permeate into one of the children membranes or stay in their places. A
special message conveys the dissolution of the present membrane.

Here, in addition to the usual definition of rules, we add a function defining costs for the
execution of rules or for the preservation of the content of a compartment. We consider the
cost only as an external/observer variable, and thus whether a rule is applicable only depends
on available resources (not cost value). In our first model, the costs assigned to the rules of
the different compartments are kept constant in the membrane system. Additionally, storage
costs for all the elements can be given in the compartments (with multiplicities), which are also
fixed for a given P system. In the basic interpretation this storage cost is zero. In this talk we
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present an abstract syntax of the membrane systems with costs, and then define a structural
operational semantics of P systems with costs.

Next we consider the model of linearly priced time automata with costs with both transitions
and locations in the spirit of the work by Abdulla and Mayr [4] and Alur et al [1]. Timed
automata are tools for modelling real-time processes: a discrete transition graph is equipped
with a finite set of non-negative real valued variables, the clock variables. The semantics is
given by an infinite transition system: the locations are designated by vertices of the transition
graph, while the edges represent the different transitions which can be of two kinds: a change
of location (discrete transition) or a time consumption (time transition). An edge is annotated
with a guard, an action and a reset set. A transition is enabled only if the guard fulfills by the
actual valuation. The actions are taken immediately by the transition, and the reset set resets
the clock variables forming the set to zero. Additionally, costs are associated to each location
and transition, hence costs can be calculated both for discrete and time transition steps.

Finally, we consider priced timed Petri nets [4]. As usual, the Petri net is constituted by places
and transitions with the exception that tokens now denote pairs of places and nonnegative real
numbers called the age of a place. A marking is a finite multiset of tokens. We distinguish timed
and discrete transition relations: a timed transition relation increases the time components of
the tokens in the initial marking by a certain positive real value, while the discrete transition
relation alters the initial marking itself. Moreover, a cost is calculated by a cost-function for
each type of transitions.

We continue the investigations started by Aman and Ciobanu in this area ([2, 3]). Namely,
we target the question of relating the P systems with costs to priced timed automata and
priced timed Petri nets. In the latter two computational models with costs mainly two kinds
of cost problems are considered: the Cost-Threshold Problem, where an evolution cost under
a certain threshold value is intended, and the Cost-Optimality Problem, where the minimal
evolution cost is computed. In accordance with this, we examine P systems with costs with
respect to the Cost-Threshold Problem and the Cost-Optimality Problem. We also intend to
investigate networks of P systems with costs (tissues with costs), as well as networks of priced
timed automata. It is also an interesting question how different evolution strategies influence
the computed cost of reaching a desired configuration.
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